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ABSTRACT  
In the currently booming market of wind turbines, a clear focus is put on the design of reliable 
and cost-effective subsystems, such as the gearbox. A requirement for reliable gearbox design 
calculations is accurate load data and sufficient insight in the dynamics of the entire wind 
turbine drive train. To ensure this, considerable research effort is spent in advanced modelling 
and simulation techniques. The steadily increasing size of wind turbine gearboxes results in an 
increase of the influence of component flexibility. Therefore simulation models should 
accurately represent these. In this work the flexibile multibody modelling technique is used, as 
it directly includes the components’ flexibilities. A generic gearbox consisting of one 
planetary and two helical gear stages is modelled. A detailed estimation of the influence of the 
flexibility of helical gear stage shafts on the overall modal behaviour of the gearbox is 
discussed. The vibration modes are classified into global modes, planetary modes and helical 
modes. Rigid and flexible multibody models of the generic gearbox are compared. All 
comparisons show significant influence of the components’ flexibilities. Results are compared 
with results from previous work investigating the effect of flexibility on the modal behaviour 
of wind turbine gearboxes.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Guaranteeing a robust and reliable wind turbine design under increasingly demanding 
conditions, requires an expert insight into dynamic loading effects of the full turbine and its 
subsystems. The operating circumstances are largely determined by wind field turbulence, 
electricity grid disturbance and, in the case of an offshore turbine, sea wave excitation. 
Traditionally, aeroelastic codes used to model the wind turbine, represent most relevant 
external conditions at the site, including aerodynamic loads[1][2], gravitational loads, inertial 
loads and operational loads. The latter consist of generator torque, loads induced by certain 
control actions such as blade pitching, starting up, braking or yawing. As described by Peeters 
[3], these turbine codes’ outputs consist of time series describing the load variations. All 
external conditions are modelled in detail for operational and fault conditions. Expertise of 
dedicated specialists and research groups in the domains of wind loads, electricity grid, rotor 
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dynamics, generator and control systems greatly contributed to the high quality of these 
modelling techniques. However, the wind turbine drive train is reduced to just a few degrees 
of freedom in these models, yielding restricted detail in describing the dynamic behaviour. In 
general, the simulated outputs of the traditional wind turbine codes represent mechanical loads 
at the rotor hub, i.e. at the interface between rotor and gearbox. These loads include load 
variations at the global level, but lack detail of drive train dynamics on component level. 
According to current industry standards these global loads at the rotor hub are processed by 
the gearbox manufacturer into design loads in the form of load spectra and equivalent loads at 
component level. In this process, safety and application factors, according to DIN 3990[4] and 
DIN ISO 281[5], are typically used for loads on gears and bearings. However, restricted 
knowledge of dynamic loads on component level prevent full assessment of the effect of 
unfavourable loading conditions, such as peak loads and load reversals in terms of fatigue or 
other component failure modes. Therefore, insufficient insight in the drive train dynamics is 
obtained. In addition, due to the steadily increasing size of wind turbines, not only turbine 
structural flexibility, consisting of tower, nacelle and rotor is significant. Due to larger forces 
and moments in multi-megawatt machines, gearbox and other drive train flexibilities have 
become of larger influence on the global dynamic turbine behaviour, which results in a 
decrease of the eigenfrequencies of the drive train into the range of external low-frequency 
excitations. This jeopardises the assumption that internal drive train dynamics are in a 
frequency region well above the overall wind turbine dynamics. Moreover, the influence of 
high-frequency internal gearbox excitations, e.g. gear mesh excitations, on the global gearbox 
and wind turbine behaviour is not included in the limited traditional models. It makes high 
quality drive train component design based on traditional calculations impossible and 
expresses the need for more advanced numerical simulation techniques.  
 
2. GENERAL APPROACH 
 
A joint research project of Hansen Transmissions and Katholieke Universiteit Leuven aims at 
developing and validating experimentally the dynamic load simulation models for wind 
turbine gearboxes.  
The main project trajectory consists of very detailed modelling, accounting for as many 
dynamic phenomena as possible. Multibody models enable the accurate simulation of 
dynamic loads on all drive train components and help to identify (transient) phenomena, 
which can be harmful to the gearbox. However, multibody models can only add value to the 
design process if simulation results prove to be representative and reliable, which requires 
sufficient experimental validation. For this purpose, a 13MW test rig is available at the 
Hansen factory in Lommel – Belgium, on which two gearboxes can be placed in a back-to-
back set-up and be subjected to load cases representing wind turbine conditions[6][7]. As a 
result, this updated gearbox model can be integrated afterwards with higher confidence in the 
full wind turbine multibody model of the wind turbine manufacturer. 
 
3. NEED FOR FLEXIBLE MODELS 
 
Traditionally drivetrain design was performed based on single degree of freedom multibody 
models, referred to as torsional models. Kahraman[8] concluded, that the accuracy of torsional 
models is reasonable for early gear design stages, but more detailed models were needed. 
Moreover, modal behavior of planetary stages has extensively been investigated by Lin and 
Parker [9][10], using analytical lumped-parameter models. Gear mesh interactions were 
represented by linear springs acting along the line of action. Lin and Parker indicate the 
existence of significant non-torsional eigenmodes. In addition, Peeters [3] has shown similar 
need for extending dynamic models with non-strictly torque based information. Using 6DOF 
multibody models with discrete flexibility, Peeters’ results contained similar modal behavior, 
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as described by Lin and Parker. Peeters further elaborated on this behavior with extra modal 
information originating from the three extra introduced DOFs. Schlecht showed a similar need 
for six degree of freedom models from comparison of purely torsional full wind turbine 
simulation models to rigid multibody models with discrete flexibility[11]. The need for more 
detailed models was shown experimentally by Peeters et al [12], based on measurements 
performed on a back-to-back wind turbine gearbox test-rig.  
In addition to discrete flexibilities, such as gear mesh and bearing flexibility, taken into 
account in the six-dof models, a more detailed approach also includes the flexibility of the 
different drive train structural components. This is achieved by representing flexibility of 
drive train structural components, such as for example shafts, planet carriers and housing by 
means of finite element (FE) models. A first added value of this technique is the possibility to 
visualize modal influence of different gearbox subcomponent flexibilities. The second main 
advantage is the possibility of calculating stresses and deformations in the drive train 
continuously in time. Complex geometry and numerical convergence requirements, however, 
will result in a significant number of nodal DOFs for the FE model to accurately describe 
body flexibility, which makes the models computationally expensive. To keep calculation 
times to a minimum, FE structures are condensed by an appropriate model reduction 
technique. The Craig-Bampton component modes synthesis (CMS) method will be used as 
modal reduction technique. In this reduction scheme, the modal transformation set consists of 
constraint modes and normal modes [13].  
 
4. GENERIC GEARBOX 
 
In this work, modelling is performed on a generic gearbox consisting of one planetary and two 
helical gear stages. The planetary system consists of a cage planet carrier (PC) with three 
identical equally spaced planets. The planet ring is fixed. All gear contacts between the 
planets, ring and sun are helically shaped. The helical part of the gearbox consists of two 
stages. On the low speed shaft (LSS), indicated by number 1 in figure 1, the slow wheel is 
mounted. This is in contact with the teeth on the intermediate shaft (ISS), marked by number 
2. On the intermediate shaft a high speed wheel is mounted, which establishes contact with the 
teeth on the high speed shaft (HSS), indicated by number 3. All multibody modelling and all 
finite element modelling (FE modelling) was performed using respectively LMS Virtual 
Lab.Motion and MSC Nastran. 
 
Goal of this paper is the investigation of the influence of the flexibility of helical gear stage 
shafts and gearbox housing on the overall modal behaviour of the gearbox in the frequency 
range from 0 to 1500Hz. First, a six-dof multibody full gearbox model is constructed and free 
vibration analysis is performed on this model. Afterwards, free vibration analysis will be 
performed on a six-dof multibody full gearbox model with flexible shafts. Comparison of the 
results with the initial six-dof multibody model delivers the frequency ranges of influence of 
the structural shaft flexibility. Moreover, coupling between the structural flexibility of the 
shafts and other gearbox structural components is investigated by means of comparison of 
both models. A similar approach is used to investigate gearbox housing flexibility influence.   
 
5. RIGID FULL GEARBOX MODEL 
5.1 Modelling 
 
In six-dof multibody with discrete flexibility approach, flexibilities interconnecting rigid 
components are modelled in a discrete fashion using spring-damper relationships. In this 
approach, main flexibility contributions are expected to originate from bearings, splines and 
gear meshing.  
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5.1.1 Bearings 
 
Bearing stiffnesses are represented by 6x6 spring-damper relationships, called bushings, 
linking shaft displacements and rotations to bearing forces and moments. This implies that, in 
addition to radial and axial stiffness values, also tilting stiffness values are accounted for. For 
body one with x,y,z,ρx, ρy, θ, the projections of the position of the body in its reference frame, 
bearing reaction forces and moments are defined by the equation below.  
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For the planetary stage, the carrier bearings are connected to ground, while the planet bearings 
are connected to the carrier. In the helical stages, all bearings are connected to the gearbox 
housing. Schematic representation of the bearing locations is shown in figure 2. 
 
5.1.2 Gear mesh 
 
Gear mesh stiffness can be represented in a similar way using a 6x6 stiffness relationship with 
either constant or variable values. Classic gear mesh stiffness calculations based on 
international standards, such as DIN 3990[4] and ISO 6336 [14], provide a constant mesh 
stiffness value. DIN3990 describes the gear mesh stiffness as the required load, over 1mm of 
face width along the line of action, to cause in line with the load a deformation of the tooth of 
1µm (seen as the length of arc on the base circle); the resulting stiffness is the mesh stiffness, 
cγ, which is the mean stiffness value of all teeth in a mesh. In this work, constant gear mesh 
stiffness based on the ISO 6336 standard is assumed, which is a valid assumption in case of 
heavily to moderately loaded gears not running near resonance. [15] Schematic representation 
of gear mesh locations is shown in figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of modeled gearbox 
 
5.2 Modal analysis 
In general, the modes of a full gearbox system, consisting of both planetary and helical stages, 
can be classified in three categories: planet modes, helical modes and global modes. 
 
 
1 
With: 
2 
3 
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5.2.1 Planet modes 
 
In planet modes, the mode shape is mainly manifested in the planetary stage. According to Lin 
and Parker [9][10], planetary systems have unique modal behaviour, which can be classified 
in Rotational Modes, Translational Modes and Planet Modes. Because Lin and Parker use 
three-dof lumped parameter models, their analytical technique is unable to detect mode shapes 
in other directions. Peeters [3] showed, that the same categories are present in a six-dof 
multibody model. Peeters added a fourth category: the Out of Plane Modes. In [16], the latter 
category was further divided in two sub categories: Tilt Modes and Axial Modes. Recently, 
Eritenel and Parker [17] extended the Lin and Parker three-dof analytical lumped parameter 
models to six-dof analytical lumped parameter models. All planetary system components are 
considered rigid. Flexibility is situated in gear meshes and bearings. Eritenel and Parker find 
well-defined modal behaviour and define three vibration mode types: 
 Rotational-axial modes: In these modes, the central members rotate and move axially, but 
do not tilt or translate. The modal deflection of the planets are identical.  
 Translational-tilting modes: Central members tilt and translate in-plane, but do not rotate 
or move axially.   
 Planet modes: Only the planets have modal deflection. The central members do not move. 
Since these modes only exist for systems with four or more planets, no planet modes are 
expected for the investigated gearbox.  
Visualization of the mode shapes is shown in figure 2. Essentially both classifications find 
similar modal behaviour. In the first approach the classification is a bit more subtle. 
Nevertheless, differentiating amongst rotational and axial modes on the one side, and amongst 
translational and tilting modes on the other, can be rather arbitrary in certain cases. Therefore, 
the Parker classification will be used further on in this work. For the investigated gearbox, 
results are shown in Table 1.    
 
 
Figure 2. Planetary mode shapes: Left: Rotational-axial mode, Center: No modal deformation 
(reference), Right: Translational-tilting modes 
 
5.2.2 Helical Modes 
 
In helical modes, the mode shapes are predominantly manifested in the helical gear stages of 
the gearbox and consist of rotations or axial translations of respectively the high speed shaft, 
intermediate speed shaft and/or low speed shaft. These modes are similar to the modes 
typically found in helical gear systems.  
For the investigated gearbox, eigenfrequencies can be categorized into low speed helical stage 
modes and high speed helical stage modes, according to the helical stage in which they are 
manifested. Mode shapes involving the ISS are assigned to both categories. Two of these 
modes are visualized in figure 3. Eigenfrequencies and corresponding modes are listed in 
Table 1. 
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Figure 3. Two Helical mode shapes as example:  Left: Axial translation of ISS Middle: No 
modal deformation (Reference),  Right: Rotation of ISS around one of its radial bearings 
 
5.2.3 Global modes 
 
The global modes, on the other hand, are manifested in both the planetary gear stages and the 
helical gear stages of the gearbox. Corresponding eigenfrequencies are listed in Table 1. 
From the six-dof multibody simulations with discrete flexibility, it can be concluded, that 
similar mode shapes as in literature can be found. Apart from global modes, modal behavior is 
concentrated in the respective subcomponents, resulting in separated planetary and helical 
mode shapes.  
 
6. SIX DOF FULL GEARBOX MODEL WITH FLEXIBLE SHAFTS 
 
6.1 Flexible gearbox modelling: Coupling structures 
 
The use of finite element models to represent structural gearbox component flexibility implies 
that special care should be given to the choice of appropriate coupling structures to 
interconnect these finite element component models to the rigid multibody model. In [16], two 
approaches are suggested: rigid and flexible multipoint constraints. Rigid multipoint 
constraints link a number of DOFs to a single DOF by means of infinitely stiff bars. The latter 
introduces numerical stiffness to the finite element model, whereas this is not the case for 
flexible multipoint constraints. For these multipoint constraints, the DOFs are linked, based 
on a weighted average.  
   
6.2 Flexible shaft model 
 
In section 5.1 discrete gear mesh stiffness representation used in rigid six-dof multibody 
models was discussed. For the flexible approach, shafts and gear bodies are meshed using 
volumetric elements. Convergence for the modal behavior up to 3000Hz is verified for all 
used meshes. Flexible multipoint constraints are used to link all outer gear body nodes to a 
single condensation node at the center of each gear wheel, as indicated by 1 in figure 4. The 
DOFs of two gear wheel center condensation nodes are linked by the gear mesh stiffness 
relationship discussed in section 5. For the bearings, indicated by 2 in figure 4, a similar 
approach is used. Bearing forces originating from the rigid multibody model are introduced in 
a single condensation node. Flexible multipoint constraints are used to distribute the 
introduced forces over a section of the shafts outer diameter. The width of this section equals 
the width of the bearing.    
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Table 1: Eigenfrequencies of 6 DOF rigid multibody model (in Hz) 
 
6.3 Modal analysis 
 
For the flexible model, modes are still categorized in Planetary-, Helical and Global Modes. 
The corresponding eigenfrequencies for the 6 DOF rigid multibody model with flexible shafts 
are listed in Table 2. 
 
 
Figure 4. FE shaft model example: LSS 
 
 
6 DOF Rigid Multibody Model 
Planetary modes Helical Modes Global 
Mode Rotational
-Axial 
Modes 
Translational
-Tilting 
Modes 
Low 
Speed 
Helical 
Stage 
High 
Speed 
Helical 
Stage 
Mode shape description 
(m = 2) 
81   290   Axial translation of LSS 344 
  151   382 Axial translation of HSS 468 
  200 423   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting) 1055  
  351 424   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
368   453   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
 
  454   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
 848 485 485 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting)   
  886 487 487 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting)   
  944 562 562 Axial translation of ISS   
  1047   1015 
Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
 
    1027 
Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  1246 1047   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  1246 1047   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  1408 1102 1102 
Rotation of HSS and ISS around one of their radial 
axes (Tilting)   
      1316 
Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
      1320 
Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
    1421 1421 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting)   
    1497 1497 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting)   
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Table 2. Eigenfrequencies of 6DOF multibody model with flexible LSS,ISS and HSS 
 
An approach to get insights in the interaction between the structural modes of the shafts and 
the overall gearbox modes from the six-dof rigid multibody model is the comparison of the 
modal behaviour of the six-dof rigid multibody model to the one of the six-dof model with 
flexible shafts.  
A first conclusion from comparison of the eigenfrequencies listed in Tables 1 and 2 is, that 
shaft flexibilities have relatively low influence on modes from the planetary modes category. 
6 DOF Multibody Model With Flexible LSS ISS and HSS 
Planetary modes Helical Modes Global 
Mode Rotational-
Axial 
Modes 
Translationa
l-Tilting 
Modes 
Low 
Speed 
Helical 
Stage 
High 
Speed 
Helical 
Stage 
Mode shape description 
(m = 2) 
81   273   Axial translation of LSS 292 
  151   338 Axial translation of HSS 444 
  200 366   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting) 1018 
  351 366   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting) 1320 
368   380 380 
Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  848 380 380 
Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  881 417   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  944 417   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
  1246 475 475 Axial translation of ISS   
  1246 574 574 Local ISS mode (1st bending)   
  1408 581 581 Local ISS mode (1st bending)   
      742 Local HSS mode (bending component)   
      742 Local HSS mode (bending component)   
      778 Local HSS mode (bending component)   
      778 Local HSS mode (bending component)   
      868 Local HSS mode   
      868 Local HSS mode   
    936 936 Local HSS LSS mode   
    1047   
Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)   
    1074   Local ISS mode   
    
1096 
  
Combined structural modes of LSS ISS and 
HSS: LSS mode dominant   
    
1096 
  
Combined structural modes of LSS ISS and 
HSS: LSS mode dominant   
    1278 1278 
Combined structural modes of LSS ISS and 
HSS   
    1278 1278 
Combined structural modes of LSS ISS and 
HSS   
    1378 1378 
Local LSS ISS HSS mode mainly manifested in 
HSS   
    1378 1378 
Local LSS ISS HSS mode mainly manifested in 
HSS   
    1391 1391 
Local LSS ISS HSS mode mainly manifested in 
HSS   
    1417 1417 
Local LSS ISS HSS mode mainly manifested in 
HSS   
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A second finding is the increase in the number of eigenfrequencies for the model with flexible 
shafts. This is due to the structural eigenfrequencies of the flexible shafts, listed in Table 3. 
Moreover, interaction exists between overall gearbox modes and structural shaft modes. The 
frequency range of interest can be divided in two ranges based on the structural frequencies of 
the shafts: the first range contains all frequencies well below the lowest eigenfrequency of the 
shafts; whereas the second range stretches from the end of the first one to the highest 
frequency of interest.  
In the first range, flexibility of the shafts results in a significant decrease of the 
eigenfrequencies for the helical modes. Given the use of the floating reference frame approach 
[18] to create the flexible multibody model, structural component deformation consists of 
rigid motion to describe large translations and rotations of the reference frame superposed by 
finite element model deformation to represent small structural component deformations. 
Therefore modal behaviour of the finite element model can be best described by means of 
frequency response functions (FRF’s), representing the absolute value of amplitude of 
displacement over harmonic excitation. Rigid body dynamics are not accounted for, as the 
reduced model of the body flexibility should only describe the elastic deformation of the 
flexible body. The rigid body motion of the flexible body should not be taken into account a 
second time by the modal representation, as it is already accounted for in the multibody 
model. The first range, indicated in grey in Figure 5, stretches approximately from 0Hz to 
560Hz. Figure 5 illustrates this by means of the auto-FRF’s for LSS,ISS and HSS, where the 
interface nodes at the front bearings of the respective shafts are excited and all other interface 
nodes are free.     
The main effect of the flexibility in the first range is a decrease of the eigenfrequencies. Based 
on the structural stiffness of the shafts, the hierarchy in the flexibility impact of the different 
shafts can be predicted. Results of flexibility influences in the first range are listed in Table 4. 
The LSS is the stiffest, which results in a low flexibility influence, whereas the influence for 
the ISS and HSS is approximately similar. Due to the larger influence of the ISS flexibility 
compared to the LSS flexibility, an eigenfrequency switch occurs as the ISS based 
eigenfrequencies at 485 and 487Hz decrease to 380Hz, whereas the LSS based 
eigenfrequencies at 453 and 454Hz only decrease to 417Hz. Based on these findings it can be 
concluded that the more flexible the shaft, the higher its influence in frequency range 1. For 
the gearbox under investigation it is suggested to model at least the ISS and HSS shafts as 
flexible.  If the goal of the gearbox model is to investigate dynamic behaviour only for the first 
frequency range, discrete structural component flexibility representation could be considered. 
Such a representation could for example be realized by discrete springs at the shafts bearing 
locations with stiffness values corresponding to the respective static bending, torsion and 
tilting stiffnessess of the shaft. This will however not be further elaborated in this work.  
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Structural eigenfrequencies 
LSS ISS HSS 
1278 620 717 
1278 620 717 
1636 1289 1282 
1636 1717 1543 
1665 1717 1543 
1665 1918 2522 
 
Table 3. Structural eigenfrequencies  
Of the shafts 
 
 
Figure 5. Auto-FRFs of left bearing condensation 
nodes of FE model representing body flexibility. 
Simulation performed in MSC Nastran 
 
    
Comparison of eigenfrequencies for first frequency range 
Rigid model Flex Model Mode Description Difference (%) 
290 273 Axial translation of LSS 5.9 
382 338 Axial translation of HSS 11.5 
423 366 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 13.5 
424 366 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 13.5 
485 380 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 21.6 
487 380 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 21.6 
453 417 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 7.9 
454 417 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes (Tilting) 7.9 
468 443 Rot of LSS and ISS around one of its radial axes 
(Tilting)  5.3 
562 475 Axial translation of ISS 15.5 
 
Table 4. Comparison of eigenfrequencies for rigid 6DOF rigid multibody model and 6DOF 
rigid multibody model with flexible shafts 
 
In the second frequency range, coupling occurs between the structural components modal 
behaviour and the overall gearbox modal behaviour found in the rigid six-dof multibody 
model. Given the use of the floating reference frame approach, structural component 
deformation consists of rigid motion to describe large translations and rotations of the 
reference frame superposed by finite element model deformation to represent small structural 
component deformations. Both can be approached separately to get an impression of the form 
of the mode shape found in the rigid multibody model which couples with the structural one 
of the shaft. Table 5 lists descriptions of the rigid parts of the different mode shapes 
corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of the second range. Only Helical modes are listed, as 
Planetary modes were hardly influenced by shaft flexibility.  
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Rigid components of helical modes of 6DOF rigid multibody model with flexible shafts 
Eigen- 
Freq 
Description of the Rigid component of 
mode shape 
Eigen- 
freq 
Description of the Rigid component of 
mode shape 
574 Rot of ISS around one of its radial axes 1074 Rot of ISS around one of its radial axes 
581 Rot of ISS around one of its radial axes 1096 Rot of LSS around one of its radial axes 
742 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 1096 Rot of LSS around one of its radial axes 
742 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 1278 No displacements 
778 Radial translation of HSS 1278 No displacements 
869 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 1378 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 
937 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 1378 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 
1047 Rot of LSS around one of its radial axes 1391 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 
1047 Rot of LSS around one of its radial axes 1418 Rot of HSS around one of its radial axes 
 
Table 5. Rigid components of helical modes of 6DOF rigid multibody model with discrete 
flexibility 
 
In Table 2 an eigenfrequency related to the structural flexibility of the ISS exists at about 
580Hz.  From Table 1 it is clear that in the rigid model no ISS related eigenfrequency existed 
in the range of 580Hz, whereas Table 5 shows that this is the case for the rigid component of 
the modes of the flexible model. The first structural eigenfrequency of the ISS is at 620Hz 
(Table 3). This mode is expected to have influenced the overall gearbox mode (Rotation of 
ISS around one of its radial axes) at 485Hz in the rigid model (Table 2) to result in the found 
mode at 574Hz in the flexible model. For the modes at 742, 778, 869 and 937Hz related to the 
HSS flexibility a similar mechanism is expected. In conclusion it can be stated that the first 
two structural eigenfrequencies of the ISS influence overall gearbox modes in a range from 
about 500-650Hz, whereas the first two HSS eigenfrequencies have an influence in a range 
approximately from 700 to 870Hz.  
From comparison of Table 2 and 1, it is found that the first structural eigenfrequency of the 
LSS (Table 3) has no influence on the overall gearbox mode shapes with eigenfrequency 
1047Hz. Therefore these eigenfrequencies remain unchanged in the model with flexible 
shafts. Based on Table 5, the found eigenfrequency at 1074Hz in Table 3 could be related to 
the one at 1421Hz in Table 1. 
Moreover Table 2 shows a combined structural mode of LSS, ISS and HSS at 1278Hz, where 
this eigenfrequency does not occur in Table 1. Furthermore no displacement of the rigid 
reference frame is found for this eigenfrequency in Table 5. Table 3 indicates structural modes 
of LSS, ISS and HSS at approximately 1280Hz. Therefore it is concluded that the 
eigenfrequency at 1278Hz in the flexible model originates from the LSS, ISS and HSS 
structural flexibility. In addition modes in the range around this frequency are influenced by 
the structural modes of LSS, ISS and HSS at 1280Hz. 
Since the global modes occurred in a region where no LSS, ISS, HSS structural modes were 
present, the influence of the component flexibility only resulted in a decrease in 
eigenfrequency of these modes.  
 
7. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK ON COMPONENT FLEXBILITY 
 
In [16], the effect of planet carrier flexibility on the overall gearbox behaviour of a similar 
gearbox model was investigated. Similar flexibility influence was found. First conclusion was 
that helical modes were hardly influenced by planet carrier flexibility, similar to the very low 
influence of the helical shaft flexibilities on the planetary mode shapes. Second conclusion 
was the definition of a new mode category: the planet carrier modes to describe the effect of 
planet carrier flexibility. In the current work, similar local shaft structural behaviour was 
found and indicated by the term local mode.   
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This work illustrated the use of the flexible multibody modelling technique for describing the 
influence of shaft flexibility on the dynamic behaviour of wind turbine gearboxes. Influence of 
the shaft flexibilities on the overall gearbox modal behaviour was assessed by comparing 
modal behaviour of a full gearbox multibody model with flexible shafts to the behaviour of a 
rigid six-dof multibody model with discrete flexibility. Similar mode categories have been 
found as for the rigid model. In addition more local shaft modes have been found. Planetary 
stage modal behaviour was hardly influenced by the shaft flexibilities. The frequency range of 
influence of the shafts was divided in two ranges: a first one, where only a decrease in 
eigenfrequency corresponding to the global gearbox modes occurred and a second one, where 
coupling between shaft and overall gearbox was found.   
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